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1 Introduction

There is increasing evidence that departures from the Standard Model (SM) are
experimentally observed in the sector of third generation quarks. First, there is the
longstanding anomaly of the forward-backward (FB) asymmetry for b-quark jets, Ab

FB,
measured at LEP which differs by almost three standard deviations from the SM value
at the Z boson pole. Then, the D0 [1] and CDF [2] collaborations have reported
results on the FB asymmetry, At

FB, in top quark pairs produced at the Tevatron
collider that are significantly higher than the SM expectation. More recently, this
excess has been confirmed by updated CDF data based on an higher luminosity [3]
which, interestingly, show that the excess in the tt rest frame appears mainly at high
tt invariant masses (Mtt) – being at +3.4 standard deviations from the SM value
above Mtt = 450 GeV – as well as at high rapidities (∆y) – being at +1.9 standard
deviations from the SM for |∆y| > 1.

From a theoretical point of view, over the past decade, there have been intensive
developments about an attractive alternative to supersymmetry : the warped extra-
dimension theory proposed by Randall and Sundrum (RS) [4]. This context allows to
address the Ab

FB anomaly at LEP [6]. The KK gluon exchange in the s-channel can
also soften [7] the discrepancy between the value of At

FB measured at the Tevatron [2]
and its SM value. Here, we pursue our earlier efforts to explain these anomalies on
Ab

FB [6] and At
FB.

2 The theoretical model

To protect the EW observables while allowing for not too heavy KK gauge bosons,
MKK ∼ 1.5–2 TeV, we consider the bulk gauge custodial symmetry, SU(2)L× SU(2)R×
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U(1)X [8]. The chiral quarks are promoted to the following universal representations
under this symmetry group, looking e.g. at the third generation, one has,

q1L∈
(
t1L b′L q′−4/3L

b1L q′′−4/3L q′−7/3L

)
−5/6

q2L∈
(
q′5/3L t2L
t′L b2L

)
2/3

bR∈(bR q
′
−4/3R)−5/6 tR∈(tR)2/3.

(1)
The q1L and q2L multiplets mix together on the Planck-brane resulting in the SM
doublet QL mainly composed here by the q2L component. The parameters cf fixing
the 5-dimensional masses for each fermion f , ±cfk, 1/k being the AdS curvature
radius, are : cuL

= cdL ' 0.44, cuR
, cdR ' 0.80, ccL = csL ' 0.62, ccR ' 0.62, csR '

0.49, ctL = cbL ' 0.51, ctR ' −1.30, cbR ' 0.53 . These c values generate the correct
order of magnitude for the lepton and quark masses.

3 The top quark at the Tevatron

The parameters lead to the axial quark couplings, aq ' −0.41 and at ' 3.41, and to
the low mass, MKK = 1.5 TeV, maximizing the RS contribution to the FB asymmetry
for the top quark at the Tevatron. The left-hand side of Figure 1 shows that the RS
contribution increases the whole FB asymmetry, leading to a much better agreement
with the recent unfolded CDF results than in the SM. The remaining discrepancy of
∼ 1.7σ could be attributed to either a statistical fluctuation or higher order EW and
QCD corrections.
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Figure 1: Left : The full top quark asymmetry integrated in the two energy ranges
[350, 450] and [450, 900] of invariant mass Mtt (in GeV) computed within the RS
extension of the SM, At

FB, with µF = µR = mt = 172.5 GeV [red lines] and compared
to the SM prediction at NLO, ASM

FB [blue lines] as well as to the unfolded CDF data
for mt = 172.5 GeV [black crosses for experimental errors]. Right : The asymmetries

A
|∆y|<1
FB and A

|∆y|>1
FB computed in the RS extension [red lines] and compared to the SM

prediction at NLO [blue lines] as well as to the unfolded CDF data [black crosses].
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The fit on the asymmetry At
FB integrated over the whole Mtt range is also greatly

improved in our RS scenario compared to the SM case, as one sees by comparing
the theoretical prediction of our RS extension with the measurement [for µR = µF =
mt = 172.5 GeV] – Tevatron data [3]: 0.158 ± 0.075; SM [NLO] [3]: 0.058 ±
0.009 (−1.33σ); RS+SM: 0.189± 0.010 (+0.42σ) where the standard deviations of
the central theoretical values relatively to the experimental value are given in brackets.

The FB asymmetries at low (|∆y| < 1) and high (|∆y| > 1) top rapidities, yt =
∆y/2, have been measured by the CDF collaboration [3] with a rapidity cut |∆y| < 3.
The right-hand side of Figure 1, in which are given these unfolded results, illustrates
that the fit to data is improved in the RS realization compared to the SM situation.

4 LEP and other electroweak precision tests

With the choice of Eq. 1 of representations and our c values, the anomaly on Ab
FB

can be cured, while keeping Rb in good agreement with the LEP data. The obtained
deviations with respect to data are given in Table 1, for a Z ′ coupling gZ′ ' 2.6. In
Table 1, we also present the list of EW precision observables in the quark sector in
the SM and RS cases for MKK = 1.5 TeV. We see that within RS, each observable is
in a good agreement with its measurement.

5 Predictions at the LHC from the new warped

model

The present RS realization, which resolves the Ab
FB and At

FB anomalies, would lead to
striking effects in the Mtt distribution that can be observed at the

√
s = 7 TeV LHC

with the expected luminosity of a few fb−1. These are an excess of events due to the
large g(1)tRtR coupling and a “peak” effect due to the KK gluon resonance, as shown
in the left-hand side of Figure 2. Displayed are the Mtt distributions in the SM and
the RS scenario with the bands indicating the statistical error. In the right-hand side
of Figure 2, we have taken into account the fact that there is a finite experimental

Obs. Ab
FB Rb Ac

FB Rc As
FB ΓZ

had ΓW
tot 〈QFB〉 C1u+C1d C1u−C1d

SM 2.7σ 0.8σ 0.9σ 0.0σ 0.6σ 1.3σ 0.2σ 1.1σ 0.2σ 1.1σ
RS 1.2σ 1.2σ 0.9σ 0.5σ 0.2σ 1.0σ 0.2σ 0.1σ 0.8σ 0.1σ

Table 1: List of EW precision observables in the quark sector with their standard de-
viations [in absolute value] for the theoretical predictions with respect to experimental
data in the SM and in our RS realization.
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resolution in the measurement of the invariant mass Mtt.

In conclusion, we have presented a RS scenario which allows for a common expla-
nation of the anomalies observed at LEP and Tevatron. Such a scenario can be
tested at the LHC with the sample of pair produced top quarks that will be collected
this year. This data sample should show a clear excess of events for tt invariant
masses around 1.5 TeV.
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Figure 2: The distributions of the invariant mass Mtt (in GeV) at the LHC assuming
100 GeV bins with a luminosity of L = 1 fb−1. The SM at approximate NNLO (µF =
µR = mt = 173 GeV) [blue histogram] is shown together with the RS contribution
[in black]. The effect of smearing is only implemented in the right-hand side figure.
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